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The processing and analysis of the data, acquired by 8 precise and dense marine 
geophysical survey at Southern Aegean sea, shed more light 10 the particular geome· 
trical pattern ol the tectonic deformation of the area. lis dominant feature seems 10 be 
a conjugation, of twea shear zones sets striking NW-SE and NE-SW. The model, of a 
distribution of rhombed shaped ·pull apart basins·, has been applied in order to explain 
the characteristic local depressions, that comprise the Southern Aegean basin. In 
addition the oonstruaion of deterministic vertical aoss sedion models, adjusted in 
gravity and magnetic profiles along the NE-SW direction,·suggest the presence of 
compressional tedonic structures (active or non adive?), at the southern borders of the 
basin. 
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Non-metamid allanite from the skam on Serifos island Cydades/Greece was 
studied opticaly, by Hay diffraction· and miaoprobe analysis. The all8flile is associ· 
ated mainly with andradite as well as with epidote - albite. The minElfallonnulaaccording 
to miaoprobe analysis is: 

(Ca1.427L.ao.32Geo.287Pr0.Q1 Ndo.m)2.07 (Ah .87Fe3+0.13) 
(Fe2"O.552Fe3+0.232Mgo.063Mno.016)0B7Sh.04012.5. 

Thelettice perameter. ere (A):eo-e.905(1), bo-5.699(1), ","10.131 (2), '."4.97". 
density-3.m2g/0'T13. 

The aystal structure of sllanne was refined by klast square fitting by the -Rietveld
method and oompared with this from literature. The crystal chemistry derived by the 
structure refinement is in good agreement with this 01 the mia'oprobe analysis. 

The distribution of iroo and Rare Earth Elements is discussed. 

The non·melamietic character of the Seritian a1lanite, as established in this s1udy, 
is in good accordance with its genetic and spatial relationship 10 the very young 
granodiome of Serifos. which is a part of the large laoolith of the ACM. 
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